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Numerical Treatment of Eigenvalue Problems for

Differential Equations with Discontinuous Coefficients*

By I. Babuska and J. E. Osborn

Abstract.   The eigenvalues of a second order differential equation are approximated by

"factoring" the second order equations into a first order system and then applying the

Ritz-Galerkin method to this system.   Convergence results and error estimates are de-

rived.   These error estimates are based on the application of Sobolev spaces with vari-

able order.

Chapter 1. Introduction

During the last several years the theory of finite element methods has been exten-

sively developed.  The main thrust has been on the development of approximation

methods and associated asymptotic error estimates which are based on a variational for-

mulation of the problem to be solved.  This work has mainly been based on the assump-

tion of sufficient regularity of the solution, and the application of Sobolev spaces with

constant (fractional) order.   It has been shown that many methods can be obtained

through the use of different variational formulations.

In particular, it has proved useful to "factor" a second order equation into a sys-

tem of first order equations, to consider a variational formulation of this system, and

then to apply the Ritz-Galerkin method associated with this variational formulation.

The so-called mixed method is an example of such a method.  Consider, for example,

the equation

- div iA grad u) + u = f.

This equation can be written as a system as follows:

(1.1) A grad u = o,

il.2) -diva + u=f.

If we now consider a Ritz-Galerkin approximation method based on a variational formu-

lation of (1.1) and (1.2), we have the mixed method; see, e.g., Herrmann [10], Oden

and Reddy [21], BabuSka, Oden and Lee [3], and Raviart and Thomas [24].   For ad-

ditional references see also [20, p. 290].

This general method (i.e., factoring a second order equation into a system of first or-

der equations and then basing a Ritz-Galerkin approximation on a variational formulation
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of the resulting first order system) can be applied to both source problems and eigen-

value problems.  Nemat-Nasser [12], [13], [14] has observed that this method is effec-

tive for the approximation of eigenvalues of problems with rough coefficients (coeffi-

cients possessing only a low degree of differentiability).  These papers (and other related

papers of Nemat-Nasser and co-authors [15], [16]) describe and elaborate the method

and present some very interesting computational results.  In [14], in which the approxi-

mations are based on trigonometric polynomials, a posteriori error bounds are proved

(under certain assumptions on the spectrum) and the effectivity of the method is de-

monstrated by means of numerical examples.  A priori convergence and rate of conver-

gence is not established in these papers.  Recently Conuto [6] has studied eigenvalue

approximation in an abstract context and applied his results to problems with smooth

coefficients.

In this paper we will study the simplest model problem, namely the one dimen-

sional eigenvalue problem

(1.3) - iu'lrix))' + %ix)u = \pix)u,      0<x<2n,

il.4) ui0) = ui2n),

(1.5) (W7r)(0) = (.//.-) (270,

where r, % and p are real, measurable, 2.r-periodic functions satisfying

0 < UM < tíx), %ix), pix) < M.

t, £ and p could be, for example, step functions.  Letting o = u'jr, we can write (1.3)—

(1.5) as the system

(1.6) u = to,

(1.7) -o' + %u = \pu,

»(0) = u(2it),    a(0) = a(2rr).

Taking the inner product of (1.6) with s and (1.7) with v and adding the results, we

obtain

(1.8) J      (--'*" - tos - o'v + %uv)dx = X J     puvdx.

Here we seek a nonzero eigenfunction («, o) such that (1.8) holds for all (u, s).  We

now obtain an approximation method by considering the Ritz-Galerkin method associa-

ted with the variational formulation (1.8), i.e., we seek approximations by restricting

the variational equation (1.8) to an appropriately chosen finite dimensional space Sx  x

S2.   We will refer to the resulting method as the mixed method for eigenvalue calcula-

tion.  In this paper we prove that the mixed method leads to convergent eigenvalue ap-

proximations and establish rate of convergence estimates.  We are particularly interested

in the case in which the coefficients t, % and p are rough.

It is well known that the rate of convergence for the standard Ritz method for

the calculation of eigenvalues depends, in general, on the regularity (degree of differen-

tiability) of the exact eigenfunction u.   For the mixed method we will show that
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where || • ||a denotes the fractional Sobolev norm, a is any index between 0 and 1, and 5 is

a constant depending on a and the family {S'l x S2 }h. Thus, for the mixed method the

rate of convergence depends on the regularity of u and a, and we can take advantage of

the relation between the regularity of u and that of a, i.e., we can optimize the rate of

convergence obtained in the above estimate by adjusting the index a to fit the regularity

of u and o. We note that the choice of a does not affect the approximation method, but

only affects the rate of convergence that can be established (by our results). This leads to

a rate of convergence for the mixed method that is higher than that for the standard Ritz

method.

The regularity of u and a depend in turn on the regularity of the coefficients t, %

and p. It can thus easily happen that u and o have different regularity in different places

(i.e., in different parts of the interval [0, 2tt] ). We show that such local effects can be ac-

counted for by taking the index a to be variable (i.e., a function of x). This leads natural-

ly to the introduction of Sobolev space with variable order—in contrast to the unusual

ones with constant (fractional) order-and to the development of eigenvalue approxima-

tion results based on these spaces.  Thus, for problems with variable coefficients, in par-

ticular rough coefficients, the rate of convergence can be further improved by choosing

a variable in an appropriate way.  We note that this further improvement is possible

when the approximation is based on finite elements but not when it is based on trigo-

nometric polynomials.  This difference is due to the local approximability properties of

finite elements, in contrast to the nonlocal approximability properties of trigonometric

polynomials.

The theory of Sobolev spaces with variable order has been developed and used in

other connections in [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30].  In the Appendix (which ap-

pears in the microfiche section of this issue) we give a self-contained treatment of the

part of this theory needed in our applications; the development in the Appendix is

based on [26], [27].  Chapter 2 contains a summary of this material.  In Chapter 3 we

analyze the Ritz-Galerkin method for the approximation of the eigenvalues of (1.3)—

(1.5) which is based on (1.8).  Asymptotic error estimates are established.  In Sections

3.4 and 3.5 the results are summarized and compared with the results which could be

obtained using Sobolev spaces with constant order.  Computational examples and their

analysis in terms of the theory developed here will be presented in a forthcoming paper.

The authors would like to thank their colleague Professor Raymond Johnson for

helpful discussions on several topics in this paper.

Chapter 2. Sobolev spaces with variable order

In this chapter we define the Sobolev spaces with variable order and state the re-

sults concerning them which we will use in the remainder of the paper. We give a self-

contained treatment of this material in the Appendix (see the microfiche section).

We denote by E the set of all infinitely differentiable, complex valued, 2.r-periodic

functions and by ER the subset of functions in E which are real valued.  For
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a = a(x) G ER we write

a,  =    max    a(x),      a_ =     min     a(j.).
0<x<27r 0<x<2u

For any real number r we denote by If the one dimensional, 27r-periodic Sobolev space of

fractional order r; Hr is the completion of E with respect to norm

H«H,=       X    \akiu)\2il + \k\)2r\,

where akiu) is the kth Fourier coefficient of u. Defining Ar: E —► E by

(A'-000 = Z «»O + Weikx,
k

we have ||».||r = HA'tiHn. If — L <r, it is easily seen that ||i.||r is equivalent to the norm

(IIA''u||^ + ll-.||2.L),/2.

This expression will now be the starting point for the definition of spaces with variable

order. For a = a(x)£ER and « G Ewe define A01 = A0^: E—► Eby

iAau)ix) = £ akiu)il + |it|)a(*Vk*.
k

For s real and ~L < a_ + s we define

Ma(x),s,L  =(IIAa"lli2+ll"H2-L)1/%

and then define fja(x^s'L to be the completion of E with respect to || • \\a/x) s ¡_.  At several

points in the development of this theory, L is required to be large, with the requirement

on the size of L depending on cü(x) and s.  Throughout the paper we assume L has a fixed

large positive value.

We now state four theorems which give the basic properties of the operator Aa(-X\

Theorem 1. Let a(x) G ER and s be real.   Then, for each e > 0 there is a con-

stant C(e, a(x), s) such that

\\Aaix)u\\s < C(e, a(x), s)\\u\\a++s+€

for all uGE.

Theorem 2. Let a(x), ßix) G ER and s be real.   Then

Aoc(x)AßCx)u m Aoc(x) + ß(x)u + w>

where

INI, < C(e, o(*), ßix), s)\\u\\a++ß++s+^x

for any u G E.

Theorem 3. Let a(x) G ER with a+ - a   < 1 and suppose a0 < a_ and s is

real.   Then, for any L there is a constant C(a(x), a0, s, L) such that

\\u\\aQ+s<Ciaix),<x0,s, L)[||Aa<*>!..|, + y-.||_J

for all uGE.

Theorem 4. Let a(j.) G ER and s be real.   Then

A-.(*V = (Aa<*>«)' + w      ( ' = dldx)
where
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M,<C(e,a(x),s)NI«++ï+e

for any u G E.

We next present some notation which is used in the remaining theorems.  These

theorems contain the basic properties of the norms || • \\a,x) s L and the spaces //aM>í>'-.

We now suppose aG ER with a+ - a_ < 1.

Let x be an infinitely differentiable function satisfying

0<x(*)<l,      Xi~x) = xix),

Xix) = 1    for |*| < 1/2,

supp x c (_1> 1)    and

Xix) + xix - 3/2) = 1    for 1/2 < x < 1.

For any 0 < 5 < 7r denote by x& -hat function in ER defined by

Xsix) = Xix/8),      \x\<n.

Then x6 satisfies

0<Xs(*)<l,      Xs(-x) = Xs(x),

X6(*) = l    for UK 5/2,

(SUPP X«) n [-*, -0 C i-8, 8)   and

X6 +x6(*-3ô/2)= 1    for5/2<Jc<5.

For M = 3, 4, ... let 0 = 47./3M and define

Xeft) = Xgix- 3/9/2),      / = 1, 2, ... , M.

It is readily seen that
M

Z Xe,j = 1.
i=i

For any u G E we define

"e,/ = Xe,/".     j=l,...,M.
Then we have

M

U = Z ue,j-

For / = 1,... , M we consider the intervals Ie . = [3/0/2 - 46, 3/0/2 + 40] and sup-

pose we are given real numbers p~~e . < pg -, j = 1, ... , M, such that

max   p+-   min   pg~.< 1.
l</<Jlf      ''      Kj<M      ''

We let pej = (pgj, plj) and % = {pe,m}^,.  For a G ER with c*+ - a. < 1, and

0 (= 4tiI3M) and p^ given, we write a(x) ~ pe if

Pe\/ < <*(*) < Pe",/    for * € /fl>/, / = 1,... , A£

Theorem 5. // a G EÄ satisfies a+-a_< l, s is real and (a(x) + s) ~pe,

then
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!M ) i  M

Z H/H - +II«IL¿[ <ii«iia,t <c2\Z H"-,/li + +n«H-t
1=1       '   pe,j \ (/=i pe,j

for all u G E.  The constants C., C2 depend on~pe,a,s, and L, but are independent

ofu.

Theorem 6. Suppose a,, a2 G ER satisfy ct + - a;- _ < 1,/ = 1, 2, s., s2 are

real and

ax(x) + s, < a2(jc) + s2

for ail x.   Then

U»hx,sx,L <CII«lla2;S2,L

for ail u G E. Thus, H 2' 2'   C H x' x'    with a continuous imbedding.

Theorem 7. Suppose a., a2 G ER satisfy a;.+ - a-_ < 1,/ = 1, 2, aw».

axix) < a2ix)   for ail x.

77¡e« rÄe imbedding of H 2' '   in H x' '   is compact.

Theorem 8. Suppose a£ER satisfies a+ - a _ < 1.  Then

Cx\\u\\atStL <supl[o"»"^l <C2||»||tt,u
uSE   llfll-c-j.L

for ail u G E, where C. and C2 are positive constants.

Theorem 9. Suppose a and ß are constants satisfying \ a | < ß, Vi < ß.   Then,

there is a constant C such that

llttw||a<C||a||aNlii

for all u,vGE (see also Strichartz [23]).

Theorem 10. Suppose aix), ßix), 7(x) G ER satisfy max(a(x), ßix)) > Vi,

-max(a(x), ßix)) < y ix) < min(a(x), ßix)), and a+-a_<l,ß+-ß_<l,y+-

y_ < 1.  77ien, there is a constant C such that

llwIWo.i. <cH"lla(».),o,L Wvh(x),o,L
for all u, vG E.

Our final theorem is useful in determining which of the spaces Ha(x)>0>L a specific

function lies in.

Theorem 11. Suppose u = _♦.'■_. u- where u- GH ' with p> - L and supp u-

C [a., /?.] ' with ß- - a- < rr/4, where [a-, ß.] ' denotes the union of [a-, ßA and all of

its translates by 2ktt. Let 8 > (3/2) max(p\- - a) and suppose s is real, a G ER satis-

fies a+ - a_ < 1, and that

-L < a(x) + s<Pj,   for x G [a, - 8, ßf + 8], j = I, ... , I.

ThenuGHa(x)'s'L.

We mention briefly an application of this result. Let u(x) be a 2.r-periodic step

function defined by

!kx,    0^x<xx or x2 <x < 2ir,

k2,    xx <x<x2,
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where 0 < xx < x2 < 2ir. Let a(x) G ER satisfy 0 < a(x), a+ - a_ < 1, and a(x.),

a(x2) < Vi. Then, using Theorem 11 we can show that u G h«M,o,l^

Chapter 3. The eigenvalue problem

3.1.  Introduction and Formulation of the Problem.  We shall study the eigenvalue

problem

(1.1) -iuhix))' + ïix)u = Xp(x)«,      0 < x < 27.,

(1.2) ui0) = ui2ir),

(1.3) («7r)(0) = («7t)(2tt).

We assume that r, % and p are real, measurable, 2.r-periodic functions satisfying 0 <

l\M < t(x), i-(x), p(x) < M.   This is a selfadjoint, positive definite eigenvalue problem

with eigenvalues X- and corresponding eigenfunctions u-:

0<X. <X2 <... t°°,

ux,u2,...,     J2* puiujdx = 8ij.

The eigenvalue problem (1.1)—(1.3) has the following standard variational formu-

lation. X is an eigenvalue if there is a corresponding nonzero eigenfunction u G Hx (Hx

is the 2.r-periodic Sobolev space of order 1) such that

(1.4) f 2" \ u'f dx + PJ iuldx =X pjpufdx,   for all 0 G Hx.

(1.1)—(1.3) and (1.4) are equivalent in the sense that (1.4) is satisfied if and only if u

and u'It G Hx and (1.1) is satisfied almost everywhere.  Thus, the eigenfunctions u- of

(1.1)—(1.3) are in Hx ; but it can be shown that there exist r, % and p such that u, £

Hx+£ for any e > 0.

If %(x) = ap(x) where a is a positive constant, then we can derive from (1.1)—

(1.3) another eigenvalue problem which has the same eigenvalues but different eigen-

functions.  Let o = u'It.  Then from (1.1) we have

- a + apu = Xpu.

Dividing by p and differentiating yields

(1.5) -(o'/p)' +oto = \to.

We also see that o and o'/p are in Hx and hence satisfy the periodic boundary condi-

tions.  Thus, (1.1) and (1.5) have the same eigenvalues and their eigenfunctions are re-

lated by o- = u'Jt.  Note that the roles of t and p are interchanged in passing between

(1.1) and (1.5).  (1.5) has the variational formulation

(1.6) j2n 1 a'?' dx + a Pj Tofdx = X f 2J Tofdx,   for all ÇGH1.

The eigenfunctions o- G Hx but there exists p and t such that o- $Hx+e for any e > 0.

Now we consider a variational formulation of (1.1)—(1.3) which is different than

(1.4).  We introduce the new independent variable o = u'/t and write (1.1)—(1.3) as a
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system

(1.7) U=TO,

(1.8) - a + &. = Xpu,

(1.9) Ui0) = «(27T),

(1.10) a(0) = ai».

Taking the H° -inner product of (1.7) with s and (1.8) with u and adding the results,

we obtain

/j i]\ J   niu's-tos-a'v + %uv)dx = \ \  "puvdx.

Here we seek a nonzero pair «, a such that (1.11) holds for all v, s.   It is easily seen

that (1.11) is equivalent to (1.7)—(1.10).

We discuss next a general framework in which to study the variational formula-

tions of eigenvalue problems.  Let H, and H2 be two Hilbert spaces and let .4(0, \p)

and 5(0, 0) be two bounded sesquilinear forms on Hx x H2.   We suppose that A satis-

fies

(1.12)

and

(1.3)

inf sup       U(0, 0)| = C> 0

l0llH.=l  ll*llM2=l

sup  1-4(0, 0)| > 0,    for each nonzero 0 G ff2.
0SH,

A form on Hj x fi2 which is bounded and satisfies (1.12) and (1.13) will be called a

proper form.   In addition, we assume a compactness relation between A and B: T: Hx

—► H2 is compact, where T is the operator defined by (cf. Babuska and Aziz [2, p.

112])

(1.14) AiT<j>, 0) = »9(0, >//),    for all 0 G fí., i¡i G fí2.

A complex number X is called an eigenvalue of the form A relative to the form B

if there is a nonzero eigenvector 0 G ff. such that

(1.15) 4(0, >//) = X5(0, i//),    for all i//G ff2.

It is easily seen that  X and 0 satisfy (1.15) if and only if \T<¡> = 0.  If X is an eigen-

value of (1.15), then X is also an eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem which is adjoint

to (1.15), i.e., there exists a nonzero adjoint eigenvector \p G ff2 such that

Ai<p, i//) = X£(0, iW,    for all 0 G ff,.

If we let HX = H2= Hx and let

(1.16) Aiu, Ç)=f2nl-u'?dx+pni:ujdx,

(1.17) bíua) =J02"p"r,

we get the variational formulation (1.4).  If we let
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(1.18) ¿(a, f)= (2n-oTdx+a f2* raf dx,

(1.19) 5(a, f)=Jo2,rrar-/x,

we get (1.6).

If we let

(1.20) ^(0> ^) = ^("> ff> u> s) = j   n(u's~ T°s~ a" + £"•>)dx,

(1.21) B(^' M = 5("' a' "' s^ =/o " Pulldx'

where 0 is the pair of functions u, o and 0 is the pair v, s, we get the variational formu-

lation (1.11).  In the next section we discuss a class of choices for the spaces ff, and

H2.

3.2.  A Variational Formulation of the Eigenvalue Problem.  There are many ways

to choose the spaces H, and ff2 so that the sesquilinear forms A and B defined in

(1.20) and (1.21) are bounded and that A is proper.  In this subsection we discuss the

following class of choices:

(2.1) Hi=fía(x),o,L xHß(x),o,Li

(2.2) H2 = Hx-ß(x)'°'L x Hx-a(x^°'L,

where 0 < a(x), ß(x) < 1, i.e., we let 0 = (u, o) G H01^'0'1 x Hß(x)'°'L and 0 =

(_>, s) G Hx'ß(x)'°'L x fíi-<"M,o,L   We now proceed t0 show that A and B (defined

in (1.20) and (1.21)) satisfy the aforementioned conditions.

Theorem 1.  77ie sesquilinear forms A and B defined in (1.20) and (1.21), re-

spectively, are bounded on ff, x f/2, with ff, and H2 defined in (2.1) and (2.2).

Proof.   First we consider B.   Using Theorem 3 in Chapter 2 we have

\B(u, o, v,s)\ = U2" puvdx\

<C||M||0||i.||0<C||».||ai0iLl|i>ll1_i()o,i

<C(ll<.0,t + »"Ilio.lAllwllî-p.o.L + IWI2-a,o,-)I/2

= C||(..,0)||HiII(u,s)IIh2

for all (u, a) G ffx and (u, s) G ff2, i.e., B is bounded on H, x ff2.

To show that A is bounded we must prove similar inequalities for each of the four

terms in A.   The terms f(2n Tosdx and /¿" %uv dx are treated in a similar way as

/r2, * puv dx.   Now consider f^u's dx.

Let u, s G E.  From Theorem 4 in Chapter 2 we have

Aoc(x)-iu- = (Aa(x)-iuy + w

with||w||0<C(e)||».||a+_.+e.  Thus
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||A«(*>-V||0 < IKA^^kïÏIo + C(e)l|u||a+.l+e

< ||AAa(*)~1--.l0 + C(e)ll«lla+_i+e-
By Theorem 2 in Chapter 2 we have

AAa(x)-iu = Aa(x)u + z

with||z||0<C(e)||u||a+_1+e.  Thus

(2.4) HAA^-1««,, < ||Aa(je)».||0 + C(e)||«||a+_1+e.

Since a+ < 1 we have a+ - 1 + e < 0 for e sufficiently small and hence by Theorem

3 in Chapter 2,

(2.5) IMIa+-i+e < C(l|Aa<*>i»||0 + HiiILt).

Again by Theorem 3 in Chapter 2 we have

(2.6) Hu'lL.  < ||«||_l+1 <C(||Aa(x)«ll0 + ll«ILL).

Using Theorem 8 in Chapter 2, we obtain

Pnu'sdx   <ai«V1>0,Lllslli-a,o,--

Now, combining this with (2.3)—(2.6), we obtain

(2.7) IJÖ^H  <C||u|I«.o.lIIs|Ii-«.o,l-

From the fact that (2.7) holds for all u, s G E we see immediately by passage to

the limit that it also holds for u G H*'0-1 and s G H1'01'0-1 ; in fact, for u G Ha'°'L

and s G ^1_a>°.i-j the expression f^u's dx is defined by such passage to the limit.  It

follows immediately from (2.7) that

2tt
u'sdx <C\\iu, o)\\Hi\\iv,s)\\H„

for all (m, o) G Hx and (u, s) G ff2.

In an analogous way we show that

I/." a'vdx   <C||(K,a)llMlll(u,«)llH2.

This completes the proof.

Theorem 2. The sesquilinear form A defined in (1.20) is proper, i.e., it satisfies

inequalities (1.12) and (1.13), provided ß = 1 - a.

Proof. Given (w, a) G Ha'°'L x Hß'°'L we seek (u, s) G Hx~ß'°'L x H1-"'0'1 so

that

-4(ii, a,u,s)>C(ll"ll2)0,t + ll^,o,t)

and

Nla,0,-  + Hallp.O.i. <C'(||«lla>0)L + llallß.u.L)

with Cand C' positive constants.  These two inequalities yield inequality (1.12).  Since

our form A is Hermitian, we also obtain (1.13).  This will establish the desired result.

We divide the proof into several parts.

(1)  Let u G Ha'°'L. We will construct S G Hx~a'0'1 so that
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(2.8) IISII1_t,,o,L<^ll«H«>0)L.

(2.9) f¡9u1dx>ClMl,9,L - C2\\u\\l,

with C,CX > 0 and C2 independent of u.

It follows from Theorem 8 in Chapter 2 that the sesquilinear form - f^<i>ydx is

proper on Ha'°'L x H~a'°'L.  It is also easily seen that /Jir Aa<pAau dx defines a

bounded linear functional on Ha'°'L.  Thus there exists (see Babuska and Aziz [2, p.

H2])yGH~a'°'L suchthat

(2.10) 'ÍT^y = /Ô'A^Â5«.-»

for any 0 G Ha'°'L, and II^ILa>0,t < CBnlU.o.f

Let y = y - a0, where a0 = (1/2tt) f2^y dx.  Clearly

(2-11) l«0l<C||^ILai0,L<CIMI«,o,L.

and thus

ll5rlUo(i<cii«iii,(0(t.

Since the 0th Fourier coefficient of y is 0 we can find S G /f1-«*.«,- sucn that S —y

and

(2.12) HSIIx^o.t <C|l7lU,o,t <CH«lla,o,L;

S is the primitive of J? with 0th Fourier coefficient equal to 0.

We return now to (2.10) and set 0 = u; this gives

27.||Aa(*)u||2 =- p*uydx

Jilt   7Z   ,        —    f2rr        ,
o uydx-ao)0 udx

(2.13)

= - PJuS'dx-â0P^udx

= pnurSdx-ä0pvudx.

Using (2.11), we have

(2.14) |«0 pn udx\ <fl||all2,o,t + Cid)\\u\\2

for arbitrary 0.  From (2.13), (2.14) with small 0, and the fact that ||«||_L < ||t»||0, we

get

ponu'Sdx>c1\\u\\l>0tL-c2\\u\\l.

This proves (2.9).  Also, (2.12) yields (2.8).

(2)  We consider now the complete form A defined in (1.20).  Given u G H01'0' ,

o G Hß'°'L we set

(2.15) v = Du + w,    s = S+z,
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where S satisfies (2.8) and (2.9) and z, w and the constant D will be determined later.

Using (2.15), we have

Aiu, o, v, s) = I   "u'Sdx+j     u'zdz-i   nToSdx-j   7'tozdx

(2.16) -Dpjo'udx-pjo'wdx

+ D pn m2 dx + pn %uwdx.

For D sufficiently large (depending on C2 in (2.9) and on £) we have

(2.17) Dp1Tm2dx>2C2\\u\\20.

Choosing w = z'\%, we can write

(2.18) j2nu'zdx + f2n uÇwdx=f2n ui-? + Çw)dx = Q.

Combining (2.9), (2.16)—(2.18), we get

(2.19) Aiu, o, v,s) >C1I-.II2 0 . +  (2n ai-tS~tz+ Dû' + (T/Ç)')dx.

(3)  Using Theorem 8 in Chapter 2, we see that we can find VGH~ß'°'L so that

(2.20) f 2" aVdx > C||a||^0iL
J 0

and

(2.21) HFll-ß,o,- =l|a|l(3-o,--

Next, we show that we can find z so that

(2.22) P" 0(-rS - TZ + Du + (z'lÇ)')dx =   f 2* $7dx

for all 0 G Hß^'0'1, and thus in particular for 0 = a.  Consider the following linear

functional on 0 G Hx :

(2.23) £" 0F dx + pj t4>S - D ¡2n 0ïT dx.

Clearly

(2.24) l^2* 0F-.x|<C||0||1l|F|L1 <C||0||1||F|Lß)O,p

(2.25) |/o2w T*S-ix| <C||0ll1HSIIo.

(2.26) l/o2" ̂ 'H <C^l|il|u|lo <C|l0ll1ll--lla,o,L-

Thus, (2.23) defines a bounded linear functional on Hx.  Now consider the following

sesquilinear form on Hx x Hx :

(2.27) - J2* T<pzdx + J 2* 0(z'/?)' dx.

Since
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| f2n T<t>zdx| < C||0||o||z||o <C||0||.||Z||.,

|P" 0(z7S)'--*|= \pn^dx\ <C||0||.||z||.

I-   \~2" t\4>\2 dx +   f2" 0(07*;)'-»*I
I      Jo JO I

=   f2* T|0|2-f;c+  Pn\\<¡>'\2dx>CU\\2,
Jo Jot,

we see that (2.27) is a proper form on Hx x Hx. Hence (see BabuSka and Aziz [2, p.

112]) there exists zGHx such that (2.22) holds for all 0 G Hx and (cf. (2.24), (2.25)

and (2.26))

llzll, <C(||K|L(3,o,L + IISII0 + l|I.||C(;0iL).

Using (2.8) and (2.21), we thus have

(2.28) UzHi<Ci\\u\\at0>L+\\0\\ßt0tL).

Since (2.22) is valid for all 0 G Hx, we see that

(2.29) w' = (z'ltj =V+tS + tz- Du'.

Write w = a0(w) + (w - a0(w)), where a0 is the 0th Fourier coefficient of w.   From

(2.28) and the definition of w we have

(2.30) \a0iw)\ < | ¿ Jo2w 1 z' <&! < cilrll, < C(||u||a>0>L + l|a||ß>0)t).

Also, using Theorem 3 of Chapter 2, we see that

Ik - -.0(w)||a o i < HV + tS + rz - -Ol-Vl.O.L

(2.31)
< C(Wvh-i,o,L + HSIlo + IWIo + HAa   " Ho + IMI_L+1).

Using Theorems 2, 3 and 4 of Chapter 2, we get

(2.32) IliV-Vyo + NI-L+i < cll"ll<-,o,L-

From (2.8), (2.21), (2.28), (2.30)-(2.32), and the fact that ß = 1 - a we have

(2.33) Wa,o,t<C(IMI«,o,L + IWIM,L)-

We have shown that (2.22) holds for all 0 G//1. (2.33) shows that w = (z7t)' G

H-ß(x),o,Lf and thus -rS -tz + Du' + iz'1%)' and K are in H~ß{x)'°'1.  It thus fol-

lows by taking limits that (2.22) holds for all 0 G Hßix)'°'L.

(4)  We have now chosen each of the functions introduced in (2.15).  With these

choices for v and s we see from (2.19), (2.22) and (2.20) that

(2.34) A(u, o, v, s) > C\\u\\l 0 . +  f2" oV dx > C(||t-||2>0L + ||o||J>0fL).
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From (2.15) and (2.33) we have

(2.35) IMIi-ß,o,L < C(IMI«,o,. + II^,o,l)'

and from (2.15), (2.8) and (2.28) we have

(2.36) IWIi-a,o,L<C(ll"lla)0,t + IHIM>L).

The inequalities (2.34)-(2.36) yield the proof of (1.12).

Finally, we note that under our present hypotheses we have ff, = ff2 and

Aiv, s, u, o) = Aiu, o, v, s), i.e., A is Hermitian.  Thus, (1.13) follows from (1.12).

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

We end this section by observing that the operator T: ff, —> Hx defined by

4(70, 0) = 5(0, 0) for 0 G ff!, 0 G H2 is compact (cf.(1.14)).  To see this, we first

note that T is a bounded operator from H, to Hx x Hx, and then apply Theorem 7

in Chapter 2.  (Cf. Theorem 10 in Section 3.4.)

3.3.  The Approximate Eigenvalue Problem.  In this section we associate an ap-

proximate eigenvalue problem with (1.15).  Let Mx C ff, and Af2 C ff2, where either

0 < /i < 1 or h = hN, hN + 0, be given families of finite dimensional subspaces.  We

assume conditions analogous to (1.12) and (1.13):

inf sup      [4(0, 0)| > Chs,      C> 0 and 8 > 0 independent of h,
(3-U   0eAf?       ^öVi*

11011«. = - II«H«2 ■ l... ,. j,

and

(3.2) SUP   1-4(0, 0)1 > 0,    for each nonzero 0 G M^ ;
¡t>^Mhx

(3.1) and (3.2) are assumed to hold for h sufficiently small.   In addition, we make the

convergence assumption

(3.3) r, - 7-11  ¡-+   0,

where Th: ff. —► Hx is the operator defined by

( AiTh<t>, 0) = Bi<t>, 0),    for all 0 G ff,, 0 G M*,

fis defined by (1.14), and ||-|| denotes the operator norm on ff,.  We now seek num-

bers X'1 for which there exists nonzero <t>h G Mx such that

(3.4) Ai(¡>h, 0) = \hBi<S>h, 0),    for all 0 G M* .

The eigenvalues \h of (3.4) are then used as approximations to the eigenvalues X of

(1.15). The eigenvalue problem (3.4) is obviously equivalent to a matrix eigenvalue

problem.

The approximations \h defined by (3.4) will be called the Ritz-Galerkin approxi-

mations based on the sesquilinear forms A and B and this approximation method will

be referred to as the Ritz-Galerkin method based on the forms A and B.
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The formulations (1.15) and (3.4) cover a wide variety of eigenvalue problems

and approximation methods.  A full discussion of the associated convergence results in-

volves several notions from the theory of nonselfadjoint operators such as ascent, alge-

braic multiplicity, and generalized eigenvectors.  In all of our applications ff. = H2,A

is Hermitian, and Mx = M2.   Furthermore, using the fact that A(u, o, u, o) > 0 for

(u, o) an eigenvector, we can easily show that our problem has no generalized eigenvec-

tors.  We shall thus be able to use a restricted form of the general convergence theorem.

For the remainder of the paper we suppose a + 0 = 1, 0 < a (jc) < 1, and Mx =

M2 = M".   Then ff. = H2 = ff and A is a Hermitian form on ff.  Let X0 be an eigen-

value of (1.15) with algebraic and geometric multiplicity m   Then m eigenvalues of

(3.4) converge to X0 as h —► 0; let Xj be any one of these eigenvalues.   Let NQ be the

m dimensional space of eigenvectors of (1.15) corresponding to X0.  We introduce the

notation

e" =    sup      inf   110 ~xll«.
(3 5) 0oeJvo xe-vr"

Il0oll«=i

The rate of convergence of Xj to X0 (as well as the rate of convergence of the corre-

sponding eigenvector approximation) is estimated in the following

Theorem 3.  There is a constant C, independent ofh, such that

(3.6) |X0-XSl<C7.-V)2

with 8 as in (3.1). If <l>0 is an eigenvector of (3.4) corresponding to X„ with l^ll« = 1,

then for each h there is an eigenvector 0^ o/(1.15) corresponding to X0 such that

(3.7) Uh0-<ph0\\H<Ch-6eh.

For a proof of the general rate of convergence theorem for the case in which the as-

cent is one (which includes the above theorem) we refer to Babuska and Aziz [2] and Fix

[9]. For a proof in the case where the ascent is greater than one we refer to Kolata [11]

These references treat the case 5=0.  An obvious modification of the proof yields the

case 5 > 0.  See also Bramble and Osborn [5] and Osborn [22].

We now suppose that we have two families of spaces {,_.*} and {S2} satisfying the

following properties:

(3.8) tf C #*',      /=1,2, with kj constant, kf > 1 ;

(3.9) 1 G S»x,     /=1,2, and (S?)' = {v G Sh2: ft" vdx = o},

where (Sx)' denotes the set of derivatives of all functions in Sx;

(3.10) inf   ||» - x\\l(x),o,L < C(^-£ll«H7(;c)>(J)t,      / = 1, 2,
xesf

where 0 < y(x) < kp y+ - y_ < 1, 0 < p, y+ + p < t¡ with t¡> I, e> 0;if yix) = y

is constant then we can let e = 0;

(3.11) HPft"ll7(».),o,t <cä_6II"IIt(».),o,-.

where ph is the H°-orthogonal projection of u onto S2, 0 < yÇx) < k2, y+ - y_ < 1
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and 5 = §(7) is a nonnegative constant depending on y; for the case yix) = constant,

one may choose 8(y) = 0.

Then we define

(3.12) M" =S* xS*

We will discuss assumption (3.3) in Section 3.4.  We now show that (3.1) and (3.2) are

satisfied.

Theorem 4. Suppose Sx and S2 satisfy assumptions (3.8)—(3.11).  Then, with

M" defined in (3.12), assumptions (3.1) and (3.2) hold with 8 = ¿>(ß) as in assumption

(3.11).

Proof.   The proof of this theorem parallels that of Theorem 2.  Given (u, o) G

Sf x S% we seek (u, s) G S* x S* so that

Aiu,o,v,s)>Ci\\u\\l0L + \\a\\l0>L)
and

IMI«,o,l+ 11*11 M.i <C'frs iMttt0tL + II«II<»,o,l)

with C and C' positive constants that do not depend on h, with Ô = S(/3) as in assump-

tion (3.11). These inequalities yield (3.1). (3.2) follows from the fact that A is Hermi-

tian.  We divide the proof into several parts.

(1) Let u G Sx, o G S2.   In the proof of Theorem 2 we constructed S satisfying

(2.8) and (2.9).   Let S be the //"-orthogonal projection of S onto S%.   From (3.11)

and (2.8) we have

(3.13) I.SIIi-co,L <CA-6IISII1_f,>0>i.<CA-6||«||at0>L,

where 5 = ô(j3).  Since from (3.9) we have u G S2, we see that

Pn u'iS-l)dx = 0.
J 0

Thus, from (2.9) we have

(3.14) f2n M'S-fcc >C,||i.||2;0;L -C2||u||2.

(2) With S replaced by S we next construct z, w and D exactly as in the proof

of Theorem 2.  We have w = z7| and (cf. (2.22))

(3.15) J 2* ai- t§ - TZ + Du' + iz'1%)') dx = f*" a V dx,

where V satisfies (2.20) and (2.21).  We also note that

(3.16) llzll, <C(||«||a>0>t + ||a||M>t),

(3.17) ll«-M«,O.L<C(ll«H«I,o,L + (l«llp,o,t)-

These results are seen to hold by observing that replacing S by S does not alter in-

equalities (2.28) and (2.33).

(3) Consider now the sesquilinear form f2^ 00 dx.   If follows from Theorem 8

in Chapter 2 that this form is proper on Hx~a'°'L x H*-1'0'1.   Let 0 G Sj.  Then,

using Theorem 9 in Chapter 2, we can find 0 G Hx~a'0'L such that
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(3.18) f*" Mdx>CM\\l_UQtL

with O 0 and independent of h, and

(3.19) Wi-<.,o,- = l^lla-i,o,f

Let 0 = phq), where ph<¡> is the H°-orthogonal projection of 0 onto 52.  Then, from

(3.18) we have

(3.20) J02" 00-.JC>C||0||2_1)O,l

and using (3.19) and (3.11), we obtain

(3.21) H0Hi-a,O,- < ^"6ll^lll-a,0,L = CFt~6ll*«a-l,0,1'

where 8 = 0(0).  Combining (3.20) and (3.21) we find

(3.22)

We also see that

inf sup f     00 dx
*es* 0e% lJo

I*«o-1,0,L=1   Mi-a,o,L=l

>œ

(3.23)
sup     f     00 dx

_»i    'o
*GS2

> 0,    for any nonzero 0 G 52.

Since w G Ha  x '°'L, it is easily seen that f2," 0vv ' -.x is a bounded linear functional on

fjl-a,0,L

It thus follows (see Babuska-Aziz [2, pp. 112, 186, 187]) from (3.22) and (3.23)

that there exists a unique wx G S2 such that

(3.24) f2rr   ._     , r2rr

and

(3.25)

P" 0vv. dx = Jo    0vv ' dx,   for all 0 G S*

llwiIU,o,L <C7z-s||w'||Cf_10>L < or6IIw|itti(U.

Letting 0 = 1 in (3.24) shows that f2^ wx dx = 0.  Using (3.9), we see that we can

find w G Sx such that (w)' = wx and f2)'r w dx = 0.  Now set vv = iv + ¡2n wdx.

Then, (vv)' = vv., J2," vv dx = f2/ vv dx and, from (3.25),

1*11
(3.26)

a, 0,1. VV    + \   n wdx
Jo a,0,L

< HW'Ha-l,0,L + CINHo < C7.-6||w||a)OL.

Let -1 < v < a_ -1.  We easily see that the form /§" 00 dx is proper on If x

//-p.  We can further prove that

I   ri»     _        I
>c(3.27)

and

(3.28)

inf

II* 11,,= 1    11011-^=1

^,es^      *G5'2

sup        f 2* 00 dx

sup     J      00 dx  > 0,    for any nonzero 0 G 52
e^
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(cf. (3.22) and (3.23)).  Since w' G Hv, we see (Babuska-Aziz [2, pp. 112, 186, 187])

from (3.27) and (3.28) that there is a unique vv2 G S2 such that

(3.29) J"2" 0w2 dx = f2n (¡>w'dx,   for all 0 G S»

and

\w'-w2\\v<C inf   Hw'-xll...
(3.30) " xes.

It is immediate from (3.24) and (3.29) that vv' = w2.  We can thus use (3.30) to

estimate ||w - vv||0.  From (3.30), (3.10) and Theorem 3 in Chapter 2 we have

llw - vv||0 < ||w - vv||„+1 < C\\w - w\\v < C   inf   ||w' - X\\v

(3.31) <C    inf    ||w'-xllp = C   inf   \\w - ¿\\v
x<E(Shx)' ueshx

= C   inf Jw-<*\\v+l<Ch*\MaMt0tL,

where 0 < t and v + 1 + t < a _.

(4)  Next set z = phz, where phz is the H° -orthogonal projection of z onto S2.

With vv, z and D so chosen we set

(3.32) v = Du + w,      s=S + z.

Then v G 5f and s G S1*.   Using (3.32), we have

Aiu, o, v, s) = pn u'Sdx + P" u'îdx - pn Toldx

(3.33) -   f2* Tozdx - D  f " o'üdx- J   * o'wdx

+ D p" %\u\2 dx + j2n tuwdx.

From (3.14) and (2.17) we get

(3.34) p° u'Sdx + D pn t\u\2 dx > C.NI2j0)L.

Using (3.24), (3.15) and (2.20) we have

- ft* ToSdx - j2n Tozdx-D f2n o'üdx - f2" o'Ûdx

= )    J   " T°S dx - f     rozdx - D j n o'üdx - J   n o'wdx >

(3.35)

+ J      Toiz- 2)dx

=  (2* oVdx+   f 2* Toiz- 2) dx > C\\o\\2 0L+  f 2* Toiz- 2) dx.
•/ 0 JO Jo
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Since u G S2  we see that

0    uzdx= Jo    uzdx.

Now, combining (3.33)-(3.36), we have

-4(m,0,ü,s)>C||«||2>o>. +C||a||2i0>.

(3.37) /2w        ,_      -.   ,   I r27T        /---       z^
o      TOÍZ-z)dx\ -|Jo      Uï(w--)dX

From (3.31) and (3.17),

(3.38)

| p" u&w - w) dx < CNIollvv - w||0

< C||«||0/iTIN|a>0)L < ChT(\\u\\l¡0tL + \\o\\l0¡L).

Similarly, from (3.10) and (3.16) we have

(3.39)        p" To(z-l)dx  <C||a||0||z||./ir' < C(II--II2)(U + WoW2^)^,

where 0 < t?.   Combining (3.37)-(3.39), we have

(3.40) Aiu, o, v, s) > y (NI2>(U + Ho-H^o.l)

for h sufficiently small with C> 0 and independent of h.

(5)  It remains to estimate l|i>lla>0>1_ and l|s||M>i_.   From (3.32), (3.26) and (3.17)

we have

(3.41)

ll"lla,0,L<C(||ll||a>0>l + ||w||a)0>t)

<C(H"lla,0,- + A"6IMIa,o,L)  < CA_6(ll"lla,0,t + Mß.O.i)

and,using (3.32), (3.13), (3.11) and (3.16), we have

(3.42) I«»«(J.O.L < "Sh,0,L + Wzh,0,L   < CÄ-»CII"ll«,O.L  + Mß.O.O*

where S = 5(0).   Finally, combining (3.40)-(3.42),we find

inf sup        \Aiu, a, v, s)\ > Ch&,
(u,o)<=Mh        (v,s)GMh

ll(u,o)llH =1    ll(u,i)HH =1

with C> 0, C independent of h and 5 = S(0) in assumption (3.11). This is assumption

(3.1). (3.2) follows from this since A is Hermitian. This completes the proof of Theo-

rem 4.

We now consider two specific choices for the spaces Sx and S2.

(a)   Trigonometric polynomials.   Let h = hN = 1 ¡N and define

SN =SN =SN = span{ei^}-V=A..

(Here we write SNand X^ instead of S\/N and \0IN, etc.) We now show that assump-

tions (3.8)—(3.11) are satisfied for this choice of spaces.  (3.8), with any k.- > 1,  and

(3.9) are immediate.
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The basic approximation property of S   with respect to constant order norms is

given by

(3.43) inf    ||«-xll7<CAr-'1||-.|l7+il
x^sN

for any real y and p with p>0, where pNu is the //°-orthogonal projection of u onto

SN.   For variable order norms we have the following

Theorem 5. Suppose 7 G EÄ and p is a constant which satisfy 0 < 7(x), y+ -

7_ < 1 and 0 < p < 1.  Then for each e > 0   there is a constant C(e) such that

ülfiV»"-xll,,o,L<^NI7,,,t

for all u G Hi'»*1 and all N.

We omit the proof of this theorem (which can be based on (3.43) and an applica-

tion of Fejer sums) because it will not play an essential role in the applications treated

in Section 3.4.   In this regard see Theorem 12.

Theorem 5 shows that assumption (3.10) is satisfied with r. = t2 = 1 + y+. We

note that if y is constant, then we can take tx = t2 = °°.

Next we verify (3.11) with 5 = y+ - y_ + e, where e is any positive number.

Theorem 6.  Suppose y G ER with 0 < y(x) and y+ - y_ < 1. For any e > 0

there is a constant C(e) such that

(3.44) IIPjv«II7(»-),o,- < C(e)Ny+~    *"'l|i-llr(x)i0it

for all u G Hy^x^'°'L, where pNu is the H°-orthogonal projection of u onto SN.

Proof.  We first note that

\\p\\K < CAHlpllK_..

for any p G SN, and

\\pNa\\K<\\a\\K,

where « and v > 0 are constants.  Using these inequalities and Theorems 1 and 3 in

Chapter 2, we have

IIPiv"H7(x),0,l. <CdlPiv"ll7 + + e/2 + HPiv"IU)

<C(A^7+"7-+e||pJV«ll7__e/2 + IIPjvkIU)

<C(-V7+_7-+e||«ll7__e/2 + \\u\\_L)<CNy+~y-+e\\u\\y>0tL

for any e > 0; here C depends on e.

Remark.   Estimate (3.44) cannot be essentially improved.  This can be shown

using results of Nitsche [17].

(b) Finite elements.   For each 0 < h < 1 let AH be a partition of [0, 2tt] into

subintervals of length less than or equal to h.   By such a partition we mean a sequence

{XjYLo satisfying
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0<x0<xx <      <xN_x <2n<xN,

xff ~x0 = 2ir   and

max      ixi+x -x.) </..
1=0, ... ,N-l     ' '

We can consider our partition to be extended to all of (-oo) +00) by "periodicity", i.e.,

we can let x/+Af = x, for/ = ... , -1, 0, 1.  We assume the family {A/I}0<ft<1 is

quasi-uniform, i.e., there is a constant C such that h < C min/=0 ... _ jv-i (x+1 - x)

for all 0 < h < 1.

For r and q integers satisfying 0 < q, 2q + 1 < r we let

S" = Shir, g) = {/: /G C«iR), f is 2.r-periodic,

/ is a polynomial of degree r on each subinterval of A'1}.

The family {Sh}0<h<x is a (r, fc)-regular system with k = q + 1 and / = r + 1 (cf.

Babuska-Aziz [2, pp. 83, 84]), i.e., it satisfies the following approximability properties:

(1) Sh GHk for all 0< ft < 1,

(2) for 0 < /, 0 < s < min(., k), I and s constant, there is a constant C = CXI, s)

such that for each u G Hl there is a 0 = 0(u, ft) G Sh such that

(3.45) ||t.-0||i<C/iM||i.||/,      0<s<min(/, k),

where /j = min(r - s, I - s).

In fact, we may take 0 to be phu where pftw is the //°-orthogonal projection of «

onto Sh. In addition, the following inverse property holds: forO<a<0<-7 + l,a

and 0 constant, there is a constant C = C(a, 0) such that

(3.46) yip < Cha-ß\\X\\a

for all x G Sh and all 0 < h < 1.

We next present a result which establishes the approximability property of

{Sh}0<lc<x with respect to variable order norms.  In the proof of this result we need

a lemma first proved by Douglas, Dupont and Wahlbin [8].  (More specifically, this

lemma is a consequence of inequality (4.7) in [8].)  Compare also de Boor [4] and

Nitsche and Schatz [18], [19].   For the sake of completeness we present a proof of

this lemma that is naturally related to the ideas of our paper.

Lemma.   Let 0 < 5 < % < n and 0 < e < 1, and set /f = {x: % <x < 2tt — Ç}.

Then, there are constants C and 17 > 0 such that

2 dxj    < Ce-*» ~V>IMI0,      / = 0, 1.q + 1,

for all w GH° with (supp w) n [-?r, .r] C (-5, S) and all h, where wh = phw is the

H°-orthogonal projection of w on Sh.   C and 17 depend on 8, % and 8 but not on w

and h.

Proof.   We divide the proof into several parts.

(1)  Let 0>,(x) be a family of functions with the properties:

(1) **eEÄ1

(k
d'wh

dx'
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(2) 0 < 0., (x), 0h((5 + £)/2) = 1, \¡/hix) is decreasing for 0 < x < tt,

(3) 0„(-*) = 0„(x),

(4) 0^) = cosh h~e(Tr - x)/cosh h~e(ir - (8 + ?)/2), (8 + %)¡2 <;.<..,

(5) 10^p)(x)| < Cp(h~ey^h(x) for all p, x and ft, where Cp is independent

of x and h.

Such a family can be constructed as follows.  Let

fh(x) = cosh h~€(Tt - x) /cosh A"e hr - ^y^")

and let ju G C~(-°o, =o) satisfy p(x) = 0 for x < -(5 + g)/2 and p(x) = 1 for x > 0.

Now let 0ft(x) be the C°°, even, 2.,-periodic function defined by

0„(X) =  P p (h~e (t -   ~^ /;« dr + /»,     0 < X < TT.

It is easily seen that this family has the above properties.

As a consequence of property (5) we have

(3.47) KO(p)(x)l < Cp(/."ey0-1(x)

and

(3.48) ma^hix)/nun^ hix)<C

for j = I, ... , N and all h, where I- = [je, ., xA, j = 1,... , N, are the subintervals

of the partition A".

(2)  Let H°   and H°_x denote the space Sh equipped with the norms

\\u\\lh= P* \u\2*hdx

and
Hall2        =  Pn\u\2^xdx,

*h

respectively.  Consider the sesquilinear form G(u, v) = f^uvdx on SH x Sh.   Clearly

I(3.49) G(u, v) < ||r.||        Hull,
-i      v/,

for «, u G 5A.

Let u G Sh and set v = t-0^1.  Now let uft be an 5''-interpolant of v (defined on

/• by setting v^\x) = i/'\x), I = 0, 1,... , q, x = x_,, x,, and vh(x) = u(x) for any

r - (2q + 1) uniformly spaced values of x in (x_,, x)).   Then we have the standard

estimate

(3.50) ^-\K^Chr+l^r+\^      /-1.....Ä

Now, recalling that « is a polynomial of degree r on /•, we have

(3.51) "(r+1)=   í  (^1)"(íW)(^,-°.
1=0   x '

Combining (3.50), (3.51) and (3.47) and using the inverse estimate \u^\0 f_ <
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C7.-'|i.|0 7. we have, after a simple computation,

Wv-ü/H0>I<Ch'+í   £ l«í/>(0^)('+1-í>lo
' 1=0 ' /'

<C/21-emax0^|«lo/.
j " 0,lj

Thus

N

IIu - «.„H2   < C £ max 0„ max ^A2(1-e>|«|2 ,

jv    max,. 0ft max7 \ph2
<CÄ2(i-e)   J   _/_/_   j   |„|*^-i dbt.

7  ' min». 0ft J
/

Now, from (3.48) we have

maxy \¡Jh max7. \¡/h2      max7. 0^
-'--'--=- <C

min,. 0a1 min,. 02

for all / and h.   Thus we have

\\v-üHñ<Ch2^-^  £    f |W|20^dx=C/i2(1-£)||«||2_1.
" 1=1       '1 *h

Using this and recalling that u = t/0^1, we get

|G(«, fJI > |G(u, i>)l -\Giu, v - vh)\ > \\u\\2_xil - Chx~e)
*h

and

\\»h\\H<\\»\\H + \\»-»nhh<C\\u\\    y

from which we obtain

sup     |G(«,ü)|>C.||».||  _,

(3.52) «es* **
1 11.11^=1

for all h and all « G S", where C, > 0 is independent of u and A.

(3)  Let w G H° with (supp w) Cl [-7T, 7r] C (-S, S).  wh = phw satisfies

whGSh,

G(wft,0) = G(w,0),      0GS".

Thus, using (3.49) and (3.52) and recalling that 0ft(x) > 1 for |x| < 5, we have

C.H-vgi  _i <      sup    |G(w„,0)|  =      sup     IG(w, 0)1 <||w||  _.< ||w

"«11^=1 11011^=1

(cf. Babuska and Aziz [2, p. 112]).  Hence
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/ \wh\2dx<thiií) r iw,i20^dx
MS).   „   |||2

c2
Ml2.

Now, using property (4), it is easily seen that

(3.54) 0„(S)<2e-''"e«-6)/2.

Combining (3.53) and (3.54), we have

fi |W/,|2 dxV4 < Ce"*'' e||w||0,

where C and tj > 0 depend on S, % and e but are independent of w and h.   Now the

desired result follows from the inverse property of the family {Sh}.

Theorem 7. Suppose 7(x) G ER and p is a constant which satisfy 0 <7(x) <

-7 + 1,7+ _ 7_ < 1, 0 < /j, 7+ + p<r + 1.   Then for each e > 0 there is a constant

C(e) such that

for all u G Hy'li'L and all0<h<l.

Proof.   Given 7 and e we can choose 0 and pe such that

(3.55) T ~ Pe

and

Pe,/-i -Pe.i < €'   Pe,i "Pe,/ < e>   Pe.f+i ~Pe,j < e>   Pe,j <Q + h

(3.56)
p+/ + (M-e)<r+l,      /=1,...,M.

Let £),(-.) = -. - p,,.., where pnu is the //°-orthogonal projection on Sh.   Using Theo-

rem 5 in Chapter 2, we see that

H^0OH7,o,L < C\Z \\E„iu)Xgß +   +\\Ehiu)\\_L\
(1=1 pe,z

(3.57)

<CJ2:Zll^("Xfl,/)xfl,/ll +   +||£»||_.(
/   1 pe,/

Consider Ehiuxd )xe ¡ and suppose first that / =£/ - 1,/ + 1.  (If / = 1, we sup-

pose I i= M, 1,2; and if/ = M, we suppose / =£ m - 1, M, 1 ; for simplicity of notation

we will in any case indicate this condition by writing | / - /1 > 2.)  Using the lemma,

we have

o + l

\EhiUXg}Xg}\   +     < £      J,
p8,l       \ i = 0    •"

U-39//2K0 dx
-En(UXö,j)

2       \'A
dx]

(3.58)
<C7i*i||-.xej/ll0<C7.Ml|M||0.
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Now suppose |/ -/| < 1.  Using the approximability property (3.45) we have

(3.59) \\Eniuxej)Xg ,\\ +   <C||V"Xe/)H +     <C7.^||WXe,ll +    ,       ,
Pe,i ''  Pe,i ' Pej+^-e)

provided 0 < e < p since Pg ¡ + ip - e) < r + 1.  Using the inverse property (3.46) to-

gether with (3.45) we have

\\Eh(uxe Oil +   < Ch-e\\EhiuXg ,)ll +       < arell«xfl .-Il +      •
Pe,i Pe,re Pe,re

Thus (3.59) holds for p = 0 and e > 0.   From (3.56) and (3.59) we have

(3.60) ll^(«Xfl,px9t/llp+ t < Ch^\\uXgJp_ +^

for |/-/|< 1.

Combining (3.58) and (3.60), we get

Z  Z     \\Eh(uXgtj)Xg  ,11   +
/'    / pe,i

M M

(3.61) =   Z      Z    ll^(«X9>/)xe>/ll+   +   Z     Z    H^(«X9/)xe/ll +
1=i   II-/K1 pe,i      ;=i l/-/l>i Pe,i

M

<Ch^-e   £ ||uxfl/|| _       + C7i"||«||0.
/=i pe,j+,i

Since (3.55) implies (7(x) + p) ~ (pg + p), we see from Theorem 5 in Chapter 2 that

Zii"xe,n _    <cii«lmL.
/       °'' pe,/+M 7'M'

From (3.45) and Theorem 3 in Chapter 2 we have

(3.62) ll£'»ILl<ll^(")llo<C7l'ill"llM<a!M|l"ll7^.t-

Finally, combining (3.57), (3.61) and (3.62) and a further application of Theorem

3 in Chapter 2, we obtain

H»-PAI"ll7,o,L<C(e)^-e||».||7;MjL.

We note that for 0 < p this result holds for 0 < e < p, and for p = 0 it holds for

e > 0.  This completes the proof of Theorem 7.

The next theorem is used to verify assumption (3.11) for finite element spaces.

Theorem 8. Suppose y G ER with 0 < y(x) < q + 1 and y+ - y_ < 1.  77ien

for any e > 0 there is a constant C(e) such that

\\Ph»Uy(x),0,L<C(e)h~eMy(x),0,L

for all u G Hy(-X^'0'1, where phu is the H°-orthogonal projection of u onto Sh.

Proof.   Let e > 0.  Using Theorem 7 with p = 0 we have

IIP/I"ll7,0,t<IIP/r"-Ull7,0,L +H"IW

<ai-e||t.|l70jL + l|u|l7i0,L <C7i"ell"H7,o,L-

If 7 is constant we note that a direct application of (3.45) yields this result with e = 0.
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For r and q integers satisfying 1 < q and 2q + 1 < r we now define Sx =

Shir, q) and S* = SH(r - 1, q - 1).  With kx = q + l,k2 = q, tx = r + I and t2 = r,

assumptions (3.8) and (3.9) are immediate, (3.10) follows from Theorem 7, and (3.11)

with 5 = e for any positive e follows from Theorem 8.   Finally, we observe that if 7 is

constant, then (3.10) and (3.11) with e = 0 are consequences of the standard approxi-

mability property (3.45).

3.4.   Error Estimates for the Eigenvalue Problem.   In this section we apply the

previously developed theory to estimate the errors which arise when the eigenvalues of

the problem (1.7)—(1.10) (which is equivalent to (1.1)—(1.3) and to (1.15)) are approxi-

mated by the Ritz-Galerkin method based on the sesquilinear forms (1.20) and (1.21)

(cf. (1.15) and (3.4)).  We assume throughout this section that t G H*'0'1 and £, p G

H*'°'L where 0, 0 G ER,0 < 0(x), 0(x) and 0+ - 0_ < 1, 0+ - 0_ < 1.  As a pre-

liminary step, we study the regularity of the eigenfunctions of (1.15).

Theorem 9. Suppose X0 is an eigenvalue o/(1.15) with A and B given by (120)

and (1.21), and let (u0, o0) be a corresponding eigenfunction.   Then u0 G H   l'     and
w2,0,i-

o0 G H , where cj. and co2 are any functions in ER satisfying co( + - oj¡ _ <

I, i — 1,2, and

0 < cu.(x) < min(0(x) + 1, 0(x) + 2),        0 < o»2(x) < min(0(x) + 2, 0(x) + 1).

Proof.   It is immediate that

"Ó - T°o = °>      a'o - £"0 + xoP"o = °

and u0, o0 G Hx.   Using Theorem 10 of Chapter 2, we get u'0 G H x'      where 17. is

any function in ER satisfying r?. + - 77. _ < 1 and 0 < 17,(x) < min(l, 0(x)).  Now,

using Theorems 2, 3 and 4 in Chapter 2  we see that u0 G H 2'      for any t?2 G ER

such that t?2 + - 7?2 _ < 1 and 0 < r?2(x) < min (2, <¡>(x) + 1).   Analogously we find

that o0 GH**3' '   for any r,3 G EÄ with t?3 + - t?3    < 1 and 0 < i?3(x) <

min (3, 0(^) + 2, 0(x) + 1).  Proceeding in this way we obtain the desired result.

Now we analyze separately the two special choices introduced in Chapter 3, name-

ly trigonometric polynomials and finite elements.

(a)   Trigonometric polynomials.    First we prove assumption (3.3) for this particu-

lar choice.

Theorem 10. Assumption (3.3) is satisfied for trigonometric polynomials pro-

vided that

(4.1) 0+ < 20_,

(4.2) 20+ - 0_ < 1    (or a+ < 2a J.

Proof.   We must show that

lir^-ni -* 0
N^"*>

where T and 7^ are defined in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, respectively.   Let (u, o) G H =

Ha,o,L x Hß,o,L and set T(jil a) = (~ ^   Then ~ ~ satisfy

(4.3) u   -to =0
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and

(4.4) a ' - %u + pu = 0.

Multiplying (4.4) by u, integrating by parts, and using (4.3) we obtain

Pj (\u'\2It + ?ltT|2)dx = j2n puudx

from which we get

(4-5) ll-?'ll^<C||«||0||ïï||0

and

(4.6) Hullo <C||k||0.

Now from (4.3)-(4.6) we see that

(4.7) ||a||. <C||i»||0<C||(m, o)\\H

and

(4.8) llwll, <C||t»||0<C||(«, o)\\H.

Using (4.1) and the fact that 0+ - 0_ < 1, we can choose 8X > 0 such that

361<0_-(0+-0_),      (0+-0J + 3S.<l.

Then from Theorem 5, Theorem 7 in Chapter 2, and (4.8) we have

«•*    \\u-xK,o,i < -^-7-,— ll»»^+-^)+38l,t
xes N

(4-9) C C

< -   IlÏÏH -   <  -   IK«, 0)\\H.
N(ß + -ßJ + 2l>x N(ß + -ßJ + 2Sx

Using (4.2), we can choose S2 > 0 so that

3ô2 < (1 - 0+) - (0+ - 0_),      (0+ - 0 J + 352 < 1.

From Theorem 5, Theorem 7 in Chapter 2, and (4.7) we get

MN\\o-X\\ß,o,L <   N(ßj_)+2S2]]°l]ß'(ß + -ßJ^2 +

(4.10)

<-IK«, o)||ff.

N(ß + -ßJ + 262

Now it follows (see Babuska-Aziz [2, pp. 112, 187]) from Theorem 4, Theorem 6,

(4.9) and (4.10) that

\\iT-Th)iu,o)\\H<CN~h\\iu,o)\\H,

where 53 = min(S., S2) > 0.  This completes the proof.

All of the assumptions (3.1)—(3.3) have now been verified for approximation by

trigonometric polynomials.   Let X0 be an eigenvalue of (1.15) with the sesquilinear

forms (1.20) and (1.21) and let X^be its approximation based on trigonometric poly-
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nomials of degree N.   We may now apply Theorem 3 to estimate X0 - X^.

Theorem 11. Suppose r G H0'0'1 and $,pGH* '°'L, where 0, 0 G ER, 0 <

0(x), 0(x) and 0+ - 0_ < 1, 0+ - 0_ < 1. Suppose ß G ER satisfies 0 < ß(x) < 1,

(4.1) and (4.2).  Then for every e > 0 there is a constant C(e) such that

(4.11) IXo-X^KC^yV-2^,

where

(4.12) Tj. =     min    min(0(jc) + 0(x), 0(x) + 1 + /.(j.)),
0<x<2.r

(4.13) T72 =    min     min(0(x) + 1 + a(x), 0(x) + a(jc)),
0<x<2rr

(4.14) T? = min(T?1,Tj2)-(0+-0j/2.

Proof.   This result follows immediately from Theorems 3 (estimate (3.6) together

with equation (3.5)), 5, 6, and 9.

The estimate (4.11) depends on 0(x).  For 0(jc) and 0(x) given we now consider

the problem of the optimal choice for 0(x).  We remark that the approximations X^

do not depend on 0(x); the choice of ßix) determines only the error estimate that we

can establish with Theorem 3.  The next theorem shows that the optimal choice for

ßix) is a constant function.

Theorem 12. Suppose ßix) G ER, 0 < ßix) < 1. Let 0O be the constant func-

tion defined by

Í   K      ÍfO<K =(0_-0_ + 1)/2<1,

0o = < 0   ifK<0,

( 1    ifn> 1,

and let q° be determined from 0O according to (4.12)-(4.14), ¿e., let

f   0_+ 1 ifK <0,

V'0 = \ (0_ + 0_ + l)/2    i/0<k<1,

(   0_+ 1 ifK> 1.

Then rj° > q, where q is determined from 0(x) according to (4.12)—(4.14).

Proof.   From (4.12) and (4.13) we have

tj, < 0_ + 0+    and    r?2 < 0_ + 1 - 0_.

From these inequalities it is immediate that

/                  ß+~ß-                            ß+-ß-\
t? < min (^0_ + 0+-, 0_ + 1 - 0+-J

/          0+ - 0-                     0+ - 0_ \
= min (^0_ +-, 0_ + 1-) .

If k < 0, then 0_ + 1 < 0_ and hence
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T? < 0_ + 1 - (0+ - 0J/2 < 0_ + 1 = t?°,

and if k > 1, then 0_ + 1 < 0_ and hence,

0+ + 0_ 0+ + 0_
rj < min [ 0_ 4    —-, 0_ + 1 -

0+ + 0_              a+ + a_\
= min I 0_ + 1-— , 0_ +-   < 0_ + 1 = t?°

In the case 0 < k < 1 we have

0+-0_                     0+-0J
tj < min U_ +-, 0_ + 1-—

0_ + 0_ + 1
< max min (0_ + v, 0_ + 1 - v) = - = t?°

v>o 2

Thus we see that for the case of approximation by trigonometric polynomials

the use of variable order spaces does not lead to improved error estimates.  Using Theo-

rem 12, we readily see that the optimal estimate obtainable from Theorem 11 is given

by

1^_ +  1 if K < 0,

(0_ + 0_ + l)/2    lfO<K<l,

<P- + 1 if0<jc<l.

(b) Finite elements.   Here we let

Si = SHir, q). and S? = S*(r - 1, q - 1),

where r and q are integers satisfying 1 < q and 2q + 1 < r.   Our next theorem estab-

lishes assumption (3.3) for finite elements.

Theorem 13. Assumption (3.3) is satisfied for finite elements.

Proof.   The proof is similar to that of Theorem 10.  We easily see that it is suffi-

cient to show that

(4.15) infill« -Xllc.o.t <<-7.s||(».,o-)||H,
xes

inf  Ha-xllM>L <C7i6||(u,a)||H
x^s2

with S > 0 independent of h.   (4.15) and (4.16) follow immediately from Theorem 7,

(4.7) and (4.8).

All of the assumptions (3.1)—(3.3) have been verified for approximation by finite

elements.  We may now apply Theorem 3 to estimate X0 - Xj, where X0 is an eigen-

value of (1.15) with sesquilinear forms (1.20) and (1.21) and Xq is its approximation

based on M" = Sf x S*.

Theorem  14. Suppose t G H*'0'1- and ?,p£ H*>°>L,where 0, 0 G ER, 0 <

0(x), 0(x) and <¡>+ - 0_ < 1, 0+ - 0_ < 1. Suppose 0 G ER satisfies 0 < ß(x) < 1.
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Then for every e > 0 there is a constant C(e) such that

(4.17) \X0-\h0\<C(e)h2r>-e,

where

tj. =     min     min(0(x) + ßix), 0(x) + 1 + ßix), r + ßix)),
0<,x<2ir

tj- =     min     min(0(x) + 1 + a(x), 0(x) + a(x), r - 1 + a(x)),
0<x<2ti

t? = min(T?., t?2).

Proof   This theorem follows directly from Theorems 3 (estimate (3.6) together

with Eq. (3.5)), 7, 8 and 9.

With regard to Theorems 11 and 14 we remark that we may take e = 0 if we are

using only constant order spaces.

For 0 and 0 given we now analyze the optimal choice for 0(x). We again remark

that 0 influences the error estimate (4.17) but does not influence the approximation Xq.

First assume that r is sufficiently large.   Define

/. = {x: 0(x) + 1 < 0(x)},

12 = {x: 0(x) - 1 < 0(x) < 0(X) + 1}   and

13 ={x:0(x)<0(x)-l}.

We note that since 0+ - 0_ < i and 0+ - 0_ < 1 at most two of these sets is non-

empty.   Let

7,(x) = min(0(x) + ßix), 0(x) + 1 + ß(x), r + ßix))

and

72(x) = min(0(X) + 1 + a(x), 0(x) + a(jc), r - 1 + a(x)).

Then we see that for x G /.,

7,(x) = 0(x) + 1 + 0(x)    and    72(x) = 0(x) + 1 - ß(x),

while for x GI3,

7,(x) = 0(x) + ß(x)    and    y2(x) = 0(x) + 2 - ß(x).

Finally, for x GI2 we have

7,(x) = <¡>(x) + 0(x)    and    72(x) = 0(x) + 1 - 0(x).

Since tj = min(T?., tj2), we try to choose 0(x) so that tj, = r?2.   This suggests the

choice

f 0, xGIx,

ßix) = j (0(x) - 0(x) + l)/2,      x GI2,

(   1, XG73.

Note that this defines ß(x) as a continuous, but not infinitely differentiable, function.

With this choice for ß(x) we see that
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1   0(X)+ 1, xG/j,

7,(x) = y2(x) =   j  (0(X) + 0(X) + l)/2, X GI2,

(  0(X)+ 1, XG/3,

= k(x).

Now it is clear that there exists ß(x) G ER such that (4.17) holds with

tj =     min    k(x).
0<x<2tt

It suffices to choose 0 G ER very close to 0.

We note finally that if r is not sufficiently large then the rate of convergence giv-

en by (4.17) will have an upper threshold determined by r.

3.5.   Comparison of Methods.   The eigenvalues of (1.1)—(1.3) can be approxi-

mated by the Ritz-Galerkin method based on (1.15) with the choice of sesquilinear

formst and B given by (1.16) and (1.17), (1.18) and (1.19), or (1.20) and (1.21).  If

the forms are given by (1.16) and (1.17), we have the standard Ritz method.  We will

refer to the method associated with the choice (1.18) and (1.19) as the inverted Ritz

method.  In this section we make a comparison of these methods.

Suppose t(x) G Hn, 0 < tj < 1, and %(x), p(x)GHx.  Then u0 G Hx + ̂  and the

standard Ritz method leads to the rate of convergence N~2r> for approximation by trig-

onometric polynomials and h2ri when finite elements are used.   These estimates cannot,

in general, be improved.  This follows from a result giving a lower bound for the eigen-

value error in Ritz approximation (see Kolata [11] and Chatelin [7]).   Next we apply

the Ritz-Galerkin method based on the forms (1.20) and (1.21).  It follows from Theo-

rems 11 and 12 and the discussion following Theorem 12 that the rate of convergence

is at least M~(-2 + r'^ for trigonometric polynomials and h2+v for finite elements.   Final-

ly we observe that the inverted Ritz method leads to rates of convergence of N~2 and

h2 for trigonometric polynomials and finite elements, respectively.

Suppose next that t GHX and £, p G Hn, 0 < tj < 1.  Here we get rates of con-

vergence N~2 and h2 for the Ritz method, and N~2r) and h2v for the inverted Ritz

method.   For the Ritz-Galerkin method based on the forms (1.20) and (1.21) we get

N-(2 + v) and/T2+Ti.

These examples show that if t is rough and £ and p are smooth, then the inverted

Ritz method leads to a higher rate of convergence than does the Ritz method.   Similar-

ly, if t is rough and % and p are smooth, then the Ritz method leads to a higher rate of

convergence than does the inverted Ritz method.   Further we note that for both of

these examples the method based on the forms (1.20) and (1.21) leads to a higher rate

than does either the Ritz or inverted Ritz method.

We now analyze thoroughly one very special class of examples.  Let t(x), %(x)

and pt(x) he defined by

1, IxKtt/2,

1/2,      -7T <x<tt/2 orTr/2<x<TT,
T(X) =
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1,

11, \x-t\<vl2,

) 1/2,      -7T<x-r<-Tr/2 or tt/2 < x - r < rr,

where t is a parameter with |r| < 1/2.  By applying Theorem 11 in Chapter 2 we see

that t G H*'0'1 for any 0 G ER with 0+ - 0_ < 1 and 0(±7r/2) < 1/2.  Likewise pt G

Htt(x),o,L where ^ = 0(x _ f)

Consider the case of trigonometric approximation.  Using Theorem 9 we see that

the standard Ritz method yields the rate N~x+£.  From Theorem 12 we see that the

rate for the Ritz-Galerkin method based on the forms (1.20) and (1.21) is N~2 + e.  We

note that both of these estimates are independent of the parameter t.

Now suppose we are using finite elements and suppose r is sufficiently large.   For

the standard Ritz method we get |\0 ~ X„| < Chx~e.  This estimate does not depend

on t.   Finally we consider the Ritz-Galerkin method based on the forms (1.20) and

(1.21).  Referring to Theorem 14 and the subsequent discussion we see that I2 = R

and, thus, k(x) = (0f(x) + 0(x) + l)/2.  Clearly 0 can be chosen so that

Í 1 + 0(1/2), t * 0,
min    k(x) =   {

0<X«2TT / 1/2 + 0(1/2),       t = 0.

Thus we have

Ch2^,      t = 0,

C7.3-£,       f*0.

We see that the rate of convergence for t = 0 differs from that for r =£ 0.  We

refer to the case / = 0 as a case of coinciding singularities.  This difference in rates of

convergence would not be seen if we were analyzing this method with constant order

spaces.   Then we would obtain h2~e in both cases.

Finally we remark that problems with rough coefficients arise in many applica-

tions. As an example we mention composite material problems (see e.g., [1], [12],

[13], [16]).
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